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Abstract. Experience is one of the most valuable assets technicians and engineer have which may have been collected during many years both from successful solutions as well as from very costly mistakes. Unfortunately industry
rarely uses a systematic approach for experience reuse. This may be caused by
the lack of efficient tools facilitating experience distribution and reuse. We propose a case-based approach along with a domain specific ontology and tool to
facilitate experience reuse more systematically in industry. It is important that
such a tool allows the technicians to give the problem case in a flexible way to
increase acceptance and use. The proposed tool enables more structured handling of experience and can be adapted to different situations and problems.
The user is able to input his experience as free text format in a structured and/or
semi-structured way. A domain specific ontology combined with vector space
model able the system to identify and retrieve relevant similar experiences to
reuse.

1. Introduction
The importance of experience sharing is increasing and the potential for increased efficiency, creativity and cross fertilization of experience and ideas is large. The benefit
of experience sharing and reuse of a previous knowledge has become obvious with
the increased use of internet and the potential of large economical benefits is obvious.
Today almost all over the world people in different fields are taking advantage of
sharing their experiences and reusing them for example in knowledge management
[4][5], diagnostics and condition based maintenance system [6] and health monitoring
system [7]. At the same time the amount of low quality information and waste amount
of information available reduces the value of the internet and the time employees
spend on searching for the right information increases and it may extend to hours
every day [18].
Industries today have increasingly smart diagnostic systems or monitoring systems.
This shifts the focus on the next step, i.e. how to resolve the problems. This is often
the most crucial step and has the largest impact on economy. Different circumstances
may need different solutions for a problem. A standard solution, i.e. stopping the production and replacing some parts may be very costly. There may be experience avail-

able how to amend the problem temporarily to respond to a time critical customer order. Identifying past experience relevant to the situation will help the engineers to
take a better end more informed decision avoiding previously sometimes very costly
mistakes. The need of a domain dependent experience sharing system where experience can be gathered, stored and reused is obvious. This kind of experience sharing
could be done within a company, amongst collaborating companies or even with
competitive companies if a suitable knowledge and experience trading scheme can be
implemented to enable sharing the economical gain from reusing experience. This
would increase productivity and efficiency of the area without preventing the spreading of valuable knowledge. For example if the monitoring system notifies a deviation
in a machine [6], a fault report is often written; an engineer makes a diagnosis and
may order spare parts to repair the machine, carries out the replacement, tests if it corrects the problem and after that restarts the production. These fault report; spare parts,
required time and statistics on production and performance after repair are also stored
in often different databases but so far they are rarely systematically reused. Many
companies and industries today have a large untapped potential of experience reuse
and would benefit from a more systematic approach towards knowledge and experience reuse. In this paper we proposed a Case-Based experience sharing solution that
may enable reuse of experience in a more efficient way compared to what common
practiced in industry today. The system identifies and presents the most significant
experiences to assess from the collaborative space where experiences from various
companies may have been stored under many years. It may work globally through the
internet and gather and share textual experiences but it can also use structured experience [8].
Case-based Reasoning (CBR) is a methodology for problem solving reusing previous experience [2] and also for collecting new experience since every new problem
case, once solved becomes a new case that may be stored and reused. The tf-idf (term
frequency–inverse document frequency) [10] weighting scheme is used in the vector
space model [16] together with cosine similarity [19] [20] to determine the similarity
between two textual cases [9]. Additional domain information often improves the results, e.g. a list of words and their synonyms or dictionaries that provide comparable
words [12] [17] and relationships within the words using class and subclass [13]. Our
proposed system uses domain specific ontology that represent specific knowledge
[14] [15] i.e. relation between the words. For example, in the domain of industrial robotics, an ontology with entities and relationships could be found as, ‘axle’ (is an
arm) is <a part of> ‘gearbox’ (a unit of a robot). By using ontology the identification
of similar cases improves if the words in the ontology can be used in the cases.
Such a CBR based tool enables experience gathering, sharing and reuse in a production industries by facilitating the users with an interactive tool. Since the cases
have the author’s information the system also helps in identifying the right person, for
example, to identify may be an engineer or operator nearby and available for assistance, this would be an ultimate solution. Depending on the user and their security
level; system allows sharing knowledge and reusing experience among the collaborating companies. Reusing experience is not only shorten the time needed to solve an
approaching problem; it also enables avoidance of expensive mistakes which might
increase the participating companies’ competitiveness.

2. Case-based reasoning for experience reuse
Human solve problems by using both his own experience as well as that learned from
other experienced people, simulations, modeling etc. It is always valuable with a second option and providing a system able to provide this by identifying similar and
relevant past cases in a tool that technicians would appreciate [18]. The methodology
of Case-based reasoning is used to solve new problems often by using existing experience that is obtained by remembering a previous similar situation.
CBR [1, 3] is a method based on learning from similar cases stored in a case library that is a plausible cognitive model of some human problem solving. A CBR cycle with 4 steps as shown in the figure 2: Retrieve, Reuse, Revise and Retain has been
introduced by Aamodt and Plaza [1].
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Fig. 1. The case-based reasoning cycle proposed by Amodt and Plaza [1]

In the retrieve step, a new query for a specific problem is posted and the system
tries to retrieve a set of similar cases by matching the query against the previous cases
from the case library. Domain knowledge, e.g. ontology is used in matching to identify similar cases and commonly the nearest neighbor search is used to identify similar
cases. If it finds any suitable case that is closer to a current problem then the solution
is reused (after some revision and adaptation if necessary). The user may revise the
selected case and retain this new solution, its outcome, time used etc. along with the
initial problem description into the case library.

3. Representation of experiences as cases
An experience can be represented as a contextualized piece of knowledge in a case.
The case typically consists of a problem specification and solution where we can store
most types of data such as textual values (e.g. names, addresses), numeric values (e.g.
cost, ages) and multimedia features (e.g. photographs, sound, and video). Finding
suitable features and structure of a case for a specific domain is an important issue. If
the important features are not extracted and if the structure is too ambiguous the result
of the matching will not be good enough. In the mechanical engineering domain,
knowledge is often stored and described with free or semi-structured text instead of

some predefined structure. Moreover often this knowledge is defined using different
categories and different names of labels. In our system cases are represented as a free
text but in a structured way. A sample screen shot for the case structure is shown in
fig 2.

Fig. 2. General case structure and its content

The interface of adding an experience can adapt to different situations and problems because the structure of an experience is flexible and user can define their own
experience structure by themselves. For example someone can define experience
with problem, solution and recommendation; other can define with question, answer
and reflection. In figure 2 users can select different criteria to represent his/her structure of the experience, enter their experiences in free text, upload files as attachment
and finally enter his/her contact address and all these fields are optional here and the
user do not need to login the system. Thus the system has the facility to use it in a
flexible and easy way to increase the user acceptance.

4. Retrieval of similar cases
A CBR system generally includes the essential steps such as retrieval, reuse, revise,
and retain. The retrieval step is the most important step where the aim is to find the
most similar case(s) which have potential to be reused. The procedure of case retrieval begins with identifying the most important features, then doing some search
and matches, and ends up with selecting the most similar case(s). The different steps
in the retrieval of similar case(s) in the system are shown in fig 3.
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Fig. 3. Different steps for case retrieval.

User’s specific problem description is given to the system through the user interface in a natural language format. The text tokenizer algorithm decomposes the whole
textual information into sentences, and then into individual words. A filtering step is
needed to improve retrieval effectiveness because of the huge amount of words. The
following three steps are used:
1. Remove the stop-words and special characters by the stop-words and special
characters blacklist both from the users’ query and stored cases.
2. A list of synonyms of the words are used to reduce the number of terms and
Porter stemming algorithm [17] helps stemming the words that provide the
ways of finding morphological variants of search term. After calculating the
weight for each word, these words are represented as terms in a vector space.

3. Improve the importance assessments for candidate terms before measuring
the cosine similarity value for the textual information between the stored
case and user’s query case by using domain specific ontology.
4.1. Weighting the terms (Wi,j)
The weighting terms method [11] is chosen from the different algorithms (such as Wi,j
method, Relating term precision to term frequency method, Term discrimination
method, etc) to calculate the weight of each term from the stored cases and the inputted user’s query to perform further matching. The general equation for Wi,j can be
shown by equation (1).

Wi , j = tfi , j * idf j = tfi , j * log2 (

N
)
dfi

(1)

Where, Wi,j is the weight of term Tj in the case Ci, tfi,j is the frequency of term Tj in
the case Ci and idfj is the inverse case frequency where N is the number of cases in the
database and dfi is the number of cases where term Tj occurs at least once.
According to the vector space model the new case is processed and stored in a
separate table in the database. First, an index of the terms from the case collection is
constructed and the frequency of the terms (tfi,j) appearing in each case (Ci) and new
query case (Q) is counted. Then, the case frequency (dfi) from the collection of cases
and the inverse case frequency (idfj) are calculated and finally, the tfi,j* idfj product
gives the weight for each term.
4.2. Enhanced term vector using ontology
Each word of a case can be treated as a term and it is easy to calculate the weight of
each term for every case where terms of each case are satisfied with other case by exact match or synonym or having a co-occurrence; but still some words or terms have a
complex relationship (for example, the term axel and gearbox), those can be defined
by ontology and the weight of those terms can be increased for that case by ontology.
We can enhance the weight to the vector terms for each case as below:
1. If a term Tf in the case is related to a term To in the ontology but the term To
does not exist in the case then the term To can be added as a new term by the
same importance as the weight of the source term i.e. the score of tf-idf.
2. If a term Tf in the case is related to a term To in the ontology and also the term
To exists in the case then the strength of relationship between the term Tf and
To can be added to the original weight (i.e. score of tf-idf) of those terms.

3. If more than one term in a case are related to a term To in the ontology then
those terms of that case will get more importance by adding their relationship
strength to their original weight (i.e. score of tf-idf).
4. If a term Tf in a case is related to more than one term in the ontology then the
normalized strength of their relationship can be added to the original weight
of source term Tf.
An example is shown in fig.4 on how the ontology helps to improve the weight
vector.
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Fig. 4. Weighting term vector using ontology

From figure 4 “gearbox” is a term that appears both in the case text and in ontology, has a relation with another term “axle” in the ontology but the term “axle” does
not exist in the case text, so the term “axle” is important for this case and can be
added according to condition 1.
Again the terms “IRB T54” and “gearbox” both are already existing in the case text
and as well as has a relation in the ontology so the value of their strength of relationship for those two terms (“IRB T54” and “gearbox”) will increase their importance
(condition 2).
Terms “IRB T54” and “gearbox” are related with another term “axle” in the ontology so the term “axle” will get more importance according to condition 3. Condition 4
is the vice versa of the condition 3.
Thus the terms will get importance assessments depending on ontology and they
allow us to make a more efficient calculation in the similarity matching.
4.3. Similarity functions
To find the similarity between a stored case vector Ci and a new case query vector Q
we implemented cosine similarity function [11] [19] [20] for the textual information.
This ratio is defined as the cosine of the angle between the vectors, with values between 0 and 1 and can be calculated by the equation 2.

Cos θ C i = Sim ( Q , C i ) =

Q • Ci
=
Q Ci

∑
∑
j
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Cosθ Ci is the cosine of the angle between a stored case and a query case

which is defined as the similarity function Sim (Q, Ci). For a stored case dot product
is calculated with the query case by Q.Ci where zero products ignored, next vector
lengths Q Ci are calculated for a stored case and a query case (zero terms also ignored) where wi , j and wq , j are weights calculated through equation 1.

5. Results
The system formulates a ranking of stored cases based on the angle cosine value for
each case paired with the query description. All the cases are listed according to the
percentage where 100% means a perfect match on all the relevant features extracted
from the text. The problem, solution and its related parts can be presented. A screen
shot for such a search is shown in fig 5.

Fig. 5. User interface for experience search
The user interface in figure 5 is for search of experience consisting of a text area
along with check boxes where user can enter textual query and can choose different

searching criteria. After finishing the search, depending on the search criteria the most
relevant case(s) are ranked with case title and author’s information along with the
score (similarity value). The tooltip of blue-yellow star presents the similarity value
and tooltip of author’s symbol presents details information about the author. Four
symbols are presented below each experience, the first one facilitates the user to make
further matching that is it allows to show the same type of experiences, user can make
rate on each case by the second symbol, user can report on the experience according
to reviewing the experience which can be done by the third symbol and finally with
the last symbol user can see other comments on the selected experience and at the
same time user can give his/her own comments.
User can use several search criteria, for example, only keywords matching which
makes the search depend only on keywords that is exact word matching between
query and stored cases. User can get similar types of searching by choosing synonyms
and stemming but by selecting ontology user can get more accurate matching results.
Right now matching is made within the whole text by merging the problem, solution
and recommendation text fields but we could further extend to use the structured
searching where problem description can have more importance than the solution and
recommendation. System can also detect spelling error through the dictionary where
WordNet is used. By default all searching criteria is pre-selected and user has the option to change and get a different matching result.
In the reuse step the retrieved experiences are reused to solve or share with a new
experience. In our system user can give feedback and comments about the experience(s); for example user will rate for a retrieved experience on how much the experience has been matched with his/her current experience and how valuable the experience is. This information will help the system for evaluating our proposed matching
algorithm.

6. Summary and conclusions
Human experience is a valuable asset and could be more valuable if those can be manipulated and reused in an efficient way. We have shown how case-based reasoning is
useful for making tools for experience reuse and sharing; such kind of experience
sharing tool is also able to reduce costs in an industrial environment by transferring
relevant knowledge to an engineer to solve a problem. From this tool it is not only
identifies valuable experience for the current situation, it also enables avoidance of
expensive mistakes. Since cases also have case author’s information the system facilitates the identification of technicians with suitable experience for a specific situation.
The prototype shows that relevant cases for the situation or problem can be retrieved
whit a textual CBR approach where domain specific ontology improves the similarity
accuracy. Also transferring experience through cases is a form that is liked by technicians and they recognize such a system as a useful tool giving them decision support
as a second opinion. This acceptance is only on a theoretical level until now and once
the system is ready for a field tests the actual need and requirements of the users’ can
be collected leading to further improvement of the approach.
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